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1. Introduction. Let the function/(z) be continuous on a compact set E of the

z-plane. If E has no isolated points there exists [1, §12.3] for each pair of non-

negative integers (n, p.) a rational function Wnu(z) of type (n, /*), i.e., a function of

the form

anz"+an_1z't-1+..-+flo        A., .

bu.zr-T-bv.-yzr M-l-Oo 0

which is of best uniform approximation to f(z) on E in the sense that for all

rational functions rnu(z) of type (n, /*) we have

Enii(f) = [max |/(z)- IFnB(z)| ; z on E] S [max |/(z)-rB(1(z)| ; z on £].

The Wnu(z) need not be unique but any particular determination of them will

suffice for our purposes.

The rVnu(z) form a table of double entry

rVoo(z)    W10(z)    fV20(z)    ■■■

W01(Z)        Wyy(z)        W2y(z)        ■■■

W02(Z)        W12(Z) .

known as the Walsh array [2] which is similar in form and properties to the table

of Padé. Indeed, J. L. Walsh has for the rows of his array established [3, p. 3]

the following analogue of the important result [4] of Montessus de Ballore con-

cerning the convergence of the rows of the Padé table :

Theorem 1. Let E be a compact set whose complement K (with respect to the

extended plane) is connected and possesses a classical Green's function G(z) with

pole at infinity. Let Ya (<*> 1) denote generically the locus G(z) = log o- and let E„
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be the interior ofTa. Suppose that the function f(z) is analytic on E and meromorphic

with precisely p poles (i.e., poles of total multiplicity p.) in E0, 1 < pgoo. Ifrnu(z) is a

sequence of rational functions of respective types (n, p.) which satisfy

(1) lim sup [max \f(z)-rnu(z)\ ; z on E]11» = l/P
n-.oo

(a condition which is in particular satisfied by the (p+\)th row of the Walsh array

or f(z) on E) then for n sufficiently large each rnu(z) has precisely p finite poles,

which approach respectively the p poles off(z) in ED, and the rnu(z) converge uniformly

to f(z) on each compact subset of E0 which contains no pole off(z).

Furthermore, if f(z) has a singularity on YD then the equality sign holds in (1).

We note that if/(z) is meromorphic with infinitely many poles in the finite plane

and if no more than one pole of/(z) lies on each r„, then Theorem 1 can be applied

in turn to each row of the Walsh array. However if/(z) has, say, r (> 1) poles on rp,

then the convergence properties of the rows p + 2 through p+r are not included in

Theorem 1.

It is the aim of the present paper to give suitable hypotheses under which these

rows do in fact converge. We shall prove in §3 that if £ has a smooth boundary

and the function f(z) of Theorem 1 is analytic on r„ except for a pole of order r

(> 1) in the point aer„(o not a critical point of G(z)), then for constant v, 0 < v < r,

and n sufficiently large each of the best approximating rational functions WntU + v(z)

has precisely p + v finite poles, p. of which approach the p poles of f(z) in EB and v

of which approach the point a. Consequently the Wn-tf + v(z) must converge uniformly

to/(z) on each compact subset of E0 which contains no pole of/(z). We show also,

by methods recently used by the author [5], that the sequence Wn,u+V(z) can

converge in at most a finite number of points exterior to Tp. Furthermore we prove

that

0 < Ax Ú n1 +2v">"£„,„ + v(/) Ú A2 < co,       n > 0,

and finally, in §4, we show how the techniques of §3 may be applied in certain

cases where f(z) has poles in more than one point on rp.

As a basis for establishing the above results we define, in §2, a special sequence

of interpolating rational functions which have properties analogous to those

established by R. Wilson [6], [7], [8] for the rows of the Padé table.

2. An interpolating sequence. Throughout the remainder of the paper we shall

assume that the point set £ is the closed interior of a finite number of mutually

exterior Jordan curves Cl7 C2,..., Cm, where each C¡ is of class A, i.e., each C¡

can be represented parametrically in terms of arc length s by x=x(s), y=y(s),

where x(s) and y(s) possess second derivatives with respect to s which satisfy a

Lipschitz condition of some positive order in s. We shall let A', G(z), Ya, and E„

be as defined in Theorem 1, and further set H(z)= —8G(z)/8x+i 8G(z)/8y.
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Walsh has shown [9, Theorem 1] that for such a point set £ there exists a

sequence of polynomials <u„(z) which have respectively n +1 roots, all belonging

to [Jy Cj, and which satisfy

(2)
|«»(z)| S Meng,       z on E,

\G(z)+g-n-1 log \mn(z)\ | S Mn~\

for z on each compact set exterior to E, where e9 is the transfinite diameter of E.

Given a meromorphic function F(z) which has a pole of order r in the point a

we define special rational functions Rnv(z) of respective types (n, v), v<r, which

interpolate to F(z) in the n +1 roots of cun(z) and which satisfy v additional con-

straints. Namely, the denominators of the Rnv(z) shall be of the form

(3) ßnv(z) = (z-«)' + fln,,.1(z-«)'-1+an,».2(z-«r2+ ■ • • +an0,

where the coefficients ank are specified in

Lemma 1. Let the integers r, v satisfy r > v S 1 and suppose a e K is not a critical

point ofG(z), i.e., H(a)^0. Let the polynomials wn(z) satisfy (2) and set

c,* m »¿«)9*Xa)lk\,   fiork^O,
= 0, for k < 0,

where 0„(z) = l/a>n(z). Then for n sufficiently large the linear system ofv equations

v-l

I
fc»0

(4) /,   XnfcCn>r_fc_y  =   — Cn,r-y-,, 1   S j S  v,

in the v unknowns xn0, xnl,..., xBiy_! has a unique solution, say xnk = ank, and for

k=0, 1,..,,»-1 we have

(5) Urn n"-fcanfc = (r-k-l)l (-iy"<fy/(r-v-l)l H(*y

Proof. We use the fact (see [5, proof of Theorem 1]) that

(6) lim n - ko,n(a)0«»(c£) = H(af,       A: = 0, 1,2,....

Set bksl/kl for kZO and ¿>fc=0 for k<0. For i = s = 0 let An(t,s) denote the

matrix

cn.t-l cn.t-s

An(t, s) m
cn.t -1      cn, ¡-2

I_<-n,i-s      Ln,i-s-l -n.i-2s    J
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and let An(r, s) be its determinant. Note that

[December

n(°-ms + 1)An(t,s) =

n  'c„ n'   'c 71.Í-1

h*  Lcntt-x   n' -c,n,i-2

n      cn,t-s      n cn.t-s-l

n Cn,t-s-l

«2S"'c„,t-25

and hence from (6) we obtain

(7) lim H(s-')<s+1)An(r, s) = H(c¿)u-s:>ís+1)B(t, s),

where

B(t, s) =

bt       bt-x

bt-x      ¿i-2

bt.s

bt-s-i

| bt-s    "t-s-i    ' ■ •    bt-2s

Since B(t, s)^0, i.e., the Padé table for e* is normal [10, p. 429], (7) implies that

for n sufficiently large A„(r, s)^=0, and so the first part of the lemma follows by

taking t=r— 1, s=v—l.

To prove (5) we first note that lim,,^ nv~kank exists. Indeed, for k=0 we have

an0 = (-lfAn(r-2, v- 1)/An(r-1, v- 1),

and so from (7) we deduce that

bXo •* (- WB(r-2, v- \)/H(a)->B(r-1, v-1).

For k>0 we have ank = Dnk/An(r-k-\, v — k—l), where Z)nJc is the determinant

of the matrix obtained from An(r—k— 1, v—k— 1) by replacing the first column by

Ífc-i fe-i
— cn,r-v-l — 2i,   cn.r-i-lani,  ~cn.r-v-2~ ¿,   cn,r-i-2ani, ■ ■ ■,

fc-1 \ 1

~ cn,T-2v + k~ ¿   cn,r-i-v + fcûni )
i = 0 /

If we assume that Iimn-00 nv-'ani exists for i=0,.. .,k—l, then it is easy to see

from (6) that the sequence /j<v+1"r)(v"k)Z)nfc converges, and hence from (7) so does

nv~kank, which completes the induction.

Setting limn^„o nv~kanki=LkH(o>)k-v, we see from (4) that the constants Lk must

satisfy the linear system of equations

v-l

2, bT-k.jLk = -¿r_v_,,       1 íjív,
k = 0

which has a unique solution, namely

Lk = (r-k-\)\(-iy-k^kyr-v-l)\,

and the lemma is proved.
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The importance of the constants cnk follows from the fact [5, proof of Theorem 1]

that if sn(z) is the unique polynomial of degree n which interpolates to the function

(z — a)-", p.>0, in the n+1 roots of wn(z), then

(8) (z-«)-«-in(z) = íÜ=gj 2 C.M.-A*-«)-'.

The importance of the equations (4) will be evident from the proof of

Theorem 2. Suppose F(z) is a meromorphic function of the form

F(z) = g(z)+ 2 Bk(z-a)-\
k-l

where the point a lies on Y0 (p>l), H(a)^0, and g(z) is analytic on the closed region

EB + T0. For fixed v, 0Sv<r, let the polynomials Qw(z) be as in (3) with coefficients

ank defined in Lemma 1. IfPnv(z) is the polynomial of degree n which interpolates to

the function Qnv(z)F(z) in the n+l roots ofa>n(z) and Rnv(z)s Pnv(z)/Qnv(z), then:

(i) \F(z)-Rnv(z)\ S An'-^-'/p",   for z on E.

uniformly for z on each closed set exterior to F0.

v\(-ïyH(aYBr
(iii) Limn"r/?nv(ct) =

(r-l)!r(r-l)-..(r-v)

Here and below constants A are independent of n and z and may change from

one inequality to another.

Proof. For v=0, Theorem 2 is a special case of [5, Theorems 2 and 3] so we need

only consider v > 0. Note that by (5) the sequence Qnv(z) converges uniformly on

each compact subset of the plane to the function (z—a)\

Write Fnv(z) = 2î=0pn,(z), where pn0(z),pnl(z),.. .,pnr(z) are the polynomials of

degree n which interpolate respectively to the functions

QnÁz)g(z), Qny(z)By(z-a)-1,..., Qnv(z)Br(z-a)-'

in the n + l roots of <u„(z). For the polynomials pn0(z) we have by the Hermite

formula

where r(>p) is chosen so that g(z) is analytic on the closed region £, + 1%. Since

the sequence Qnv(t)g(t) is uniformly bounded on Vz and since the inequalities (2)

imply

|wB(z)K(')| S A/t",      z on E, t on T„

|«»(z)/«,(/)| S Acn/rn,   z on r„ / on T„
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it is easy to see, as in the proof of [5, Theorem 3], that

(10) |ß„v(z)g(z)-jPn0(z)| SAn'-^-^/p«,   zonE,

(11) hm ̂ (^„WK"2'- Wz) = 0,

uniformly for z on each closed set exterior to Te.

Now consider the polynomials pni(z), i > 0. From (8) we deduce that for n à v — i

(12)
n(z)

QH¿z)Bt(z - a) - ' -Pni(z) = Bt ̂ f{     2     A»'(z - *)r " ' " '•

where Any=cn,r_v-, + 2k=o ßn*Cn,r-*->- By our choice of the constants anfc we have

AnJ=0 for 1 áj'áv. Also, from (5) and (6) it follows that n1+2v-rAni -> 0 forj>v+1

and that

(13) lim »1+"-Vi-?C^Í (r-/c-l)!(-ir-^W-Ä:-v-l)!,

where m=min (v, r—v— 1). Thus |An>| = /l1«r~2v~1, lá/ár, and so from (12) we

conclude that

|Qnv(z)Bt(z-a)-'-Pni(z)\ í Arf-^-i/p«,       z on £.

The last inequality together with (10) yields

|ÔBV(z)F(z)-Fnv(z)| á A^-^-'/p»,       z on £,

which implies conclusion (i).

To prove (ii) note that

(14) gnv(z)5i(z-c0-W«)/"r-2v-Wz) -* 0,

uniformly for z on each closed set exterior to Tp. Thus from (12) we deduce that

lim rizKf«)//!'-2-1^ = -/^(z-ay-'-*-1,   for i > r-v,
(15) *l-c°

= 0, for i < r—v,

uniformly for z on each closed set exterior to Y„, where /„ is the right-hand member

of (13). Using the fact that for any positive integer q

2o^(-l)«-fc(^=9!,   for s -q,

= 0,     for s = 0, 1,.. .,q— 1,

it is easy to show that /v=v! (-l)v#(a)r-2v-1/(r-v-l)!, and so from (11) and

(15) we obtain

Fnv(z)a,n(q)        ,!(-irig(,r —*   A ,
™t,f-*-Wz) (r-v-1)! ,¿,*(Z     }

uniformly for z on each closed set exterior to Tp, which implies (ii).
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Finally we consider the sequences pni(a). For i=0, it is immediate from (9) that

Pno(a) -> O- For i> 0, it has been shown [5, proof of Theorem 1] that/?ní(a)=5¡An>r_¡.

Hence from (5) and (6) we deduce that ri"-Tpni(a) -*• 0 for i<r, and that

It is easy to see from a partial fractions expansion that

2 i-W"*f$Kr-k) = v!/r(r-l)..-(r-,),

and so nv-rFnv(a)^-v! H(<x)'-vBr/(r-v-l)\ r(r-l)- ••(/-»). Since ßnv(«)=a»o,

we can use (5) to obtain (iii)

n-'/?nv(«) = «v-rFnv(«)/n»an0 -* v\ (- iyH(«yBr/(r-1)! r(r-1)- ■ (r-v),

which completes the proof of the theorem.

Note that the inequalities (2) imply that |<on(o!)/tun(z)| < M0 for z on r„. Hence if

r—2v—1>0, then the limit (14) also holds for each z (^a) on ro. By slightly

modifying the proof of conclusion (ii) we therefore obtain

Corollary 1. Ifiv<(r-l)/2, then the limit in conclusion (ii) of Theorem 2 holds

uniformly for z on each closed subset ofT0 which does not contain a.

If, however, we have r—2v— 1 <0, then An; -> 0 for 1 SjSr and so the left-hand

member of (12) converges to zero for each z (#«) on TB. Thus we deduce

Corollary 2. If v>(r-l)/2, then the R„,(z) converge to F(z) on Y „-{a}, and

for each closed subset S of Tß which does not contain a we have

\F(z)-Rm(z)\SAn'-2"-1,       z on S.

3. Approximating rational functions. We now use Theorem 2 to study the

convergence of certain sequences of approximating rational functions. An easy

consequence of conclusion (i) is

Theorem 3. Let f(z) be analytic on E, meromorphic with precisely p. ( ̂  0) poles

in E0 (1 <p<co), and analytic on ro except for a pole of order r in the point a. e Y0,

a not a critical point of the Green's function G(z). Then for 0Sv<r we have

(16) £«.« + v(/) S An'-^-'/p",       n > 0.

Proof. Let rr(z)=z"+au-1zr'-1-\-h a0 be the polynomial of the form indicated

having as its zeros the p. poles of/(z) in E„. If Rnv(z) is the rational function of type

(n,v) which is defined as in Theorem 2 for the function F(z)=Tt(z)f(z), then we

have for z on E

|/(z)-/?nv(z)Mz)| S Ay\F(z)-Rn,(z)\ S A^-^-'/p".

Since /?nv(z)/ir(z) is a rational function of type (n, p.+v), the inequality (16) follows.

We now state our main result.
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Theorem 4. Let f(z) be as in Theorem 3 and let 0 ¿ v ¿ r. If rn¡u + v(z) is a sequence

of rational functions of respective types (n, p+v) which satisfy

(17) [max |/(z)-rn>(1+v(z)| ; z on E] = o(n'-2" + 1/pn)   asn-*oo,

then for n sufficiently large each rniW + v(z) has precisely p + v finite poles, p. of which

approach respectively the p poles of f(z) in Ep and v of which approach the point a.

Consequently the rn¡t¡ + v(z) converge uniformly to f(z) on each closed subset of Ep

which contains no pole off(z).

In the proof of Theorem 4 and later theorems it is convenient to have for

reference

Lemma 2. Let f(z) be as in Theorem 3 and suppose that rn>Ji+v(z) is a sequence of

rational functions of respective types (n, p+v) which satisfy for some real r

(18) [max |/(z) —rn>a+v(z)| ; z on E] = o(nl/pn)   as n -»- oo.

Let qn(z) be the monk polynomial whose zeros are the finite poles of rn>(1 + v(z),

multiplicity included, and set pn(z)=qn(z)rn¡t¡ + x,(z). If the finite poles of the rntlt + v(z)

are uniformly bounded, then limn.,w pn(z)con(a)/ri'con(z) = 0 uniformly for z on each

closed set exterior to Tp.

The rnu + v(z) need not be defined for every n.

Proof. First note that the sequence qn(z) is uniformly bounded on each compact

subset of the plane. This follows from the fact that the monic polynomials qn(z)

have at most p+v zeros and these zeros are uniformly bounded.

Now let h(z) = (z—a)V(z)/(z), where 7r(z) is defined as in the proof of Theorem 3. '

Since h(z) is analytic on £„ + Vp, the polynomials hn(z) of respective degrees n of

best uniform approximation to h(z) on £ satisfy

lim sup [max \h(z)-hn(z)\ ; z on £]1/n < l/p.

The last inequality and (18) imply that

(19) |(z-«)MzK.„+,(*)-A»(2)| S tjPlp*,       zonE,

where en -> 0, and hence

\(z-ayTT(z)pn(z)-qn(z)hn(z)\ á AennVp\       z on £.

Since the function whose absolute value appears in the last inequality is a poly-

nomial of degree n+r+p+v, we have by the Generalized Bernstein Lemma [1,

p. 77] that

\(z-ayTT(z)pn(z)-qn(z)hn(z)\ Ú iWV/p»,       z on IV

If we choose a ( > p) sufficiently close to p, then the hn(z) will be uniformly bounded

on r<, [1, p. 90] and hence

l/>n(z)| é A2enn'an/pn+A3,       z on Tc.
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Since \wn(a)/(un(z)\SApn/an for z on Ta, we conclude that pn(z)wn(a)/nzuin(z) -+ 0

uniformly for z on or exterior to r„ and so the lemma follows from the arbitrariness

of o-.

Proof of Theorem 4. For v=0 the theorem reduces to a special case of Theorem

1, so suppose that v>0 and write rn¡ll + v(z)=pn(z)/qn(z) as in Lemma 2.

We assume at first that the finite poles of the rnu+v(z) are uniformly bounded so

that the sequence qn(z) forms a normal family in the whole plane. Let q(z) be any

limit function of this sequence and note that q(z) must be a polynomial of the form

q(z)=z" + CyZ* "x H-h c„, where 0 S v S p- + v. Walsh has shown, as a consequence

of his proof of Theorem 1, that the polynomial tt(z) must be a factor of q(z). Thus

if we show that (z—a)v is also a factor, then it follows from the form of q(z) that

a(z) = (z-«)Mz).

Taking F(z)=Tr(z)f(z), we let Rn,v-i(z)=Pn,v-i(z)/Qn,v-i(z) be the rational

functions of respective types (n, v— 1) which are defined in Theorem 2. From (17)

and conclusion (i) of Theorem 2 there follows

(20) \Rn,,-i(z)-Tr(z)rn¡ll + v(z)\ S Ayn'-2v+1/P\       z on E,

and on multiplying this last inequality by \qn(z)Qn.v-i(z)\ and applying the Bern-

stein lemma we deduce that the sequence

Uz) = (qn(z)Pn,v-y(z)-TT(z)Qn,v-y(z)pn(z))a,n(aW-2* + 1mn(z)

is uniformly bounded on each Fa (o-> 1) and hence on each compact subset of K.

Now by Lemma 2 the sequence ir(z)Q„,,-y(z)pn(z)ojn(a)/nr-2v + 1ojn(z) converges to

zero at each finite point exterior to ro, and so from conclusion (ii) of Theorem 2

we see that some subsequence of the <f>n(z) converges to the function

(v_ n» (- lYHiccY~2v + 1       V-1

+(*) = //-!?.-*(*) I Br-k(z-«y-*
V       v)- k = 0

for z exterior to Fff, where 2i -8k(z—o£)_,c is the singular part of the pole a of F(z).

But the family <£„(z) is normal in K—{oo} and hence <£(z) must be analytic in this

domain and in particular at z=a. Therefore since Br^=0, (z—a)v must be a factor

of q(z) and so q(z) = (z—a)vir(z).

Thus the only limit function of the qn(z) is (z—a)V(z) and hence qn(z) -*■

(z—a)V(z) uniformly for z on each compact subset of the plane. The first part of

Theorem 4 now follows from Hurwitz's theorem provided we show that the finite

poles of the r„„ + v(z) are uniformly bounded.

Following Walsh's method we suppose to the contrary that the sequence

rn,u + v(z), possesses a subsequence, which we continue to denote by rfli(1 + „(z), with

the property that precisely A of the finite poles of the rn.ß + v(z) approach infinity

while the remaining p. + v—X (or fewer) poles are uniformly in modulus less than

some R. Let ßnl, ßn2,..., ß„K be those finite poles of rn-u + v(z) which lie outside the

circle of radius R, and set W^n^iC-zfe1), r*¡lí + v(z) = i/jn(z)rn.u+v(z). On
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multiplying the inequalities (19) and (20) by \</>n(z)\ and applying to the r*u + v(z)

the same reasoning which was used for the /■„,„+ v(z) we see that for n sufficiently

large each r*tU + v(z) has at least p + v finite poles. But this is impossible since the

rn,« + v(>) have at most p + v — A finite poles and the first part of the theorem is

proved.

As another consequence of his proof of Theorem 1, Walsh mentions [11,

Corollary 4] that any sequence of rational functions rn>u + v(z) of respective types

(n, p + v) which satisfy

lim sup [max |/(z)-rn>u + v(z)|; z on £]1/n ¿ l/p

must converge uniformly to/(z) on each compact subset of Ep which contains no

limit points of poles of the rn-J¡ + v(z). Since the rational functions of Theorem 4

have no limit points of poles other than the poles of f(z), the second part of the

theorem follows and the proof is complete.

Concerning the divergence at a of the approximating sequence rn¡li+v(z) we prove

Theorem 5. Let f(z) be as in Theorem 3 and suppose the rational functions

V« + v(z) of respective types (n, p + v),0^v<r, satisfy

(21) [max |/(z)-rB(11+y(z)|;z on E] = o(n'-2v/Pn)   asn^co.

Then we have

v\(-l)vH(a)rB

(22) Jim n V„,+v(«) = {,_lVr{r_iy..ir_v)>

where 2?=Iim,_a (z — a)Tf(z).

Proof. Using the same notation as in the previous proof we first show that the

sequence nvqn(a) converges to a nonzero limit. This is obvious if v = 0, so assume

v>0.

Let i?*v_i(z)=F*v_1(z)/öif.v-i(z) be the rational functions of respective types

(n, v— 1) which are defined as in Theorem 2 for the function F*(z) = (z—a)ir(z)f(z).

Since F*(z) has a pole of order r— 1 at a, Theorem 2 implies that

|F*(z)-R*.y-x(z)\ è An*-2"/p\       z on £,

and hence

(23) \Rtv-x(z)-(z-cc)TT(z)rn.u + Áz)\ Ú Axn'-2*/P\       z on £.

Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 4 we deduce from (23) that the sequence

<f>*(z) = (qn(z)P*v. ¿z) - (z - a)Tt(z) Q*,v. x(z)pn(z))con(a)/n'-2*a>n(z)

forms a normal family in K-{cc}. Moreover since qn(z) -> (z —a)vir(z), we see from

Lemma 2 and conclusion (ii) of Theorem 2 that for z exterior to r„ and conse-

quently for z in K—{oo}

lim 4>*(z) = Lrriz) 2 B*_k-x(z-«)k,
n-c0 k = 0
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where L = (v-l)\(-iyH(a)T-2y/(r-v-l)\ and Si"1**^-«)"* ¡s the singular

part of the pole a. of F*(z). Thus

</>*(a) = n2"-*qn(a)P*v_y(a)^LTT(a)B*-y # 0,

and since the sequence nv-rF*v-i(«) converges to a nonzero limit, the same must

be true of the sequence nv<7„(o¡).

Now consider the rational functions Rnv(z)=Pnv(z)/Qnv(z) of respective types

(n, v) which are defined as in Theorem 2 for the function Tr(z)f(z). Since

\qn(z)PM(z)-Tr(z)Qny(z)pn(z)\ S enn"2v/pn,       z on E,

where e„ -+ 0, the Bernstein lemma implies that

(24) |an(«)Pnv(a)-7r(a)Önv(«)/a«)|  ^ ^»«r-2v.

We have shown that for n sufficiently large the sequence

«2vlônv(«)?n(«)| = n"|ano|n'|an(«)|

is uniformly bounded away from zero, and so (24) yields

¡•Knv(a)-■"•(«)'•„,„+ v(a)| S Ayennr.

Hence n"r(/?nv(ot)—7r(a)rn>Ji + v(a))->■ 0 and (22) follows from conclusion (iii) of

Theorem 2.

We remark that Theorem 5 is best possible in the sense that (22) may not

hold if in (21) we replace o(nr~2v/pn) by 0(nr'2v/p'1). Indeed, the sequence

/?„*„_ y(z)/(z—cc)rr(z) is of the latter degree of approximation to/(z) on F but clearly

does not satisfy (22).

Concerning divergence at points exterior to T0 we have

Theorem 6. Letf(z) be as in Theorem 3 and suppose the rational functions rn,u + v(z)

of respective types (n, p. + v),0Sv<r, satisfy

(25) |/(z)-rn,u + v(z)| S An'-2*" V/>\       z on E.

Then except for a finite number of points the inequality

(26) lim sup | rn,w + v(z) | Pn/nr ' 2v "x exp (nC7(z)) > 0

holds for each z exterior to V0. Consequently the rn>a + v(z) can converge in at most a

finite number of points exterior to T0.

The rn><i + v(z) need not be defined for every n.

Proof. Taking Rnv(z) as in the previous proof it follows from (25) that the

sequence

(qn(z)Pnv(z) - *(z) Qnv(z)pn(z))»n(a)/n> " 2v " ^n(z)
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is uniformly bounded on each compact subset of K. Thus from conclusion (ii) of

Theorem 2 we deduce that the sequence

Tn(z) = 7r(z)ßnv(zK(z)a;n(a)/«'-2-1cUn(z)

forms a normal family in the exterior of Tp. Since qn(z)->(z—a)v7r(z), each limit

function of the Tn(z) must be of the form

r-2v-l

(27) 4>(z)+vli  yZl^l '  -Hz)2Br-*(z-«r-1,

where i/j(z) is analytic in Kexcept possibly for a pole at infinity, and 2i Bk(z — a)~k

is the singular part of the pole a of ir(z)f(z). It is easy to see from (27) that any

limit function T(z) of the Tn(z) can have at most a finite number of zeros on or

exterior to rp. But if z lies exterior to Tp and is not a zero of T(z) we have

0 < lim sup |r,,(z)| = lim sup  f.^.r1n-" + v(z)|p''
exp (nG(z))

which proves the theorem.

Corollaries 1 and 2 yield

Corollary 3. If under the hypotheses of Theorem 6 we have v<(r—l)/2, then

except for a finite number of points the inequality (26) holds for each z on Tp and

hence the r„iB+v(z) can converge in at most a finite number of points on Yp.

Ifv>(r—l)/2, then the rni(1+v(z) converge to f(z) on Fp—{a}, and for each closed

subset S of Fp which does not contain a we have

(28) |/(z) - rB>„ + v(z) | è An* "2* " \       z on S.

Proof. If v<(r— l)/2, Corollary 1 implies that the sequence 7„(z) possesses a

subsequence which converges to a function of the form (27) for z on rp — {a}.

Thus by applying the reasoning of the previous proof we deduce the first part of the

corollary.

Now suppose v>(r—1)/2 and note that for n sufficiently large and z on S we

have |<7n(z)ßnv(z)|^/«>0. The inequality

|9n(z)Fnv(z)-7r(z)i2nv(zK(z)| = An'-2*-\       z on Tp,

therefore implies

|/Uz)-*(*>„.„+v(z)| Ú Axnr-2*-\       z on S,

and so (28) follows from Corollary 2 which completes the proof.

We now show that the degree of approximation indicated in Theorem 3 is best

possible.

Theorem 7. If f(z) is defined as in Theorem 3 and 0 ̂  v < r, then there exists a

constant Ax such that

(29) n1+2*->"£,.„+v(/) £ Ax > 0,       n > 0.
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Proof. The contrary assumption would imply that there exists an increasing

sequence of positive integers k for which

[max |/(z)- Wk.u + V(z)\ ; z on E] = o(kr-2v-1/pk)   ask^aa,

where fr/fc,B + »(z) is a rational function of type (k, p. + v) of best uniform approxima-

tion to fi(z) on £. But Wk.u + V(z) is also of type (k, p. + v + 1) and so Theorem 4

implies that for k sufficiently large fVk.u + v(z) has p. + v+l finite poles which is

impossible.

We remark that if the point o: is a critical point of G(z), then for v = 0 the degree

of approximation indicated in (16) can be improved [5, Theorem 7] so that (29)

need not hold.

4. Several boundary poles. Although the methods of §3 do not lead to a

general result on the convergence of the rows of the Walsh array for a function

f(z) with poles in several points on T0, the methods are useful in some special cases

which we now consider. As a generalization of Theorem 4 we have

Theorem 8. Let fi(z) be analytic on E, meromorphic with precisely p. ( ä 0) poles

inE0(l<p<cc), and analytic on F0 except for poles in the distinct points o^, <x2,..., at

on FB. Suppose that each of the poles offi(z) on F0 is of the same order r and that no

a, is a critical point ofG(z). Ifirn.u+tv(z) is a sequence of rational functions of respective

types (n, p. + tv), OS^Sr, which satisfy

(30) [max \fi(z)-rn,u+(v(z)| ; z on E] = o(nr-2" + 1/P«)   asn-^cc,

then for n sufficiently large each rn.u +tv(z) has precisely p. + tv finite poles, /x of which

approach respectively the p. poles of fi(z) in Ep and v of which approach each of the

points c¡¡.

Consequently the rna+tv(z) converge uniformly to f(z) on each closed subset ofEp

which contains no pole of f(z).

Proof. Let 7r(z) be the monic polynomial of degree ¡j. whose zeros are the poles

of fi(z) in E„, and write

Tr(z)f(z) = g(z)+Zst(z),

where g(z) is analytic on E0 + ro and S¡(z) = 2fc=i Bk.i(z—^i)~k is the singular part

of the pole a, of ir(z)f(z). Taking a = a¡ and

F(z)=g(z) + Sy(z),   fori= 1,

= Sf(z), for i > 1,

let Rn),v-i(z) = Pni.\-i(z)/Qlj\-y(z) be the rational functions of respective types

(n, v— 1) which are defined by Theorem 2.
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Set

Rn(z) = 2 ^-:t4 ß»00 = rí QZ-li*),
1=1 i=l

and let Pn(z)= Qn(:)Rn(z). Note that the Rn(z) are rational functions of respective

types (n + (t- l)(v— 1), t(v— 1)) which by Theorem 2 satisfy

(31 ) Hz)f(z)-RAz)\úAn'-2* + *//>»,       z on £

Furthermore, since the inequalities (2) imply that

0 < Mx Ú \con(ctx)/wn(oix)\ ^ M2 < oo,       tí > 0,

it follows from conclusion (ii) of Theorem 2 that each subsequence of

W:K(«i)/»'-î,+1<-„(:)}

possesses a subsequence which converges uniformly on each compact set exterior

to TB to a function of the form

(32> (v~í!-aT1)v i A<#(«.r2v+112*,-fc.i(*-«.r-av+\
V       v). ¡=i k = 0

where the constants A, are nonzero.

We can now proceed as in the proof of Theorem 4 by writing rn_u+tv(z) =pn(z)/qn(z)

and showing that if q(z) is a limit function of the qn(z), then ^(z) = 7r(z) ni (z— "i)v-

Indeed, from (31) we deduce that the sequence

(qn(z)Pn(z) - tt(z) ßn(zK(z)K(«i)/»r - 2V + W*)

is uniformly bounded on each compact subset of K. Since Lemma 2 is obviously

valid in this case, it then follows that <i>(z)q(z) Yl{ (z-cc^-1 must be analytic at

each c£¡, where O(z) is a function of the form (32). Thus ni (z~ai)v must be a

factor of q(z) and so q(z) = Tr(z) Y\[ (z—aTy. The remainder of the proof is identical

with that of Theorem 4 and is therefore omitted.

Theorems 3, 5, 6, and 7 admit similar extensions, but we only state

Theorem 9. Letf(z) be as in Theorem 8 and let 0 = A < /r. Then there exist constants

Ax, A2 such that

(33) 0< Axú «1+2V->"£;,«+aC0 ^ A2 < oo,       n > 0,

where [v=X/t] is the greatest integer less than or equal to X/t.

We conclude with

Theorem 10. Let f(z) be analytic on E, meromorphic with precisely p(~^0) poles

in E0, and analytic on Tp except for poles in the two distinct points al5 a2 on Fp of

respective orders rlt r2. If neither c^ nor a2 is a critical point of G(z) and if one r¡ is

an even integer and the other is an odd integer, then the rows p +1 through p + rx + r2+\
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of the Walsh array for f(z) on E converge uniformly tof(z) on each closed subset of

E0 which contains no pole of f(z).

In particular suppose that rY = 2p and r2 = 2q—l, where p^q, and let v0=p—q+l,

vy =p + 3q — 1. Then for n sufficiently large each of the best approximating rational

functions Wn.u + v(z), 0 S v S ry + r2, has precisely p. + v finite poles, p. of which approach

respectively the p. poles offi(z) in E0 and v of which approach the points at as follows:

ifiv<vQ, then all of the v poles approach the point o^; if v0Sv<vy, then t = vq +

l(v — v0)/2] poles approach the point et! and v — t poles approach a2; if v^vy, then

v — r2 poles approach at and r2 poles approach a2.

Proof. For convenience we assume /x=0. Write

fi(z) = g(z) + Sy(z) + S2(z),

where g(z) is analytic on £„ + 1% and S¡(z) = 2k'=i Bk.i(z-">)'" is the singular part

of the pole of/(z) at o¡(. Let R$(z), 0£j<ru be the rational function of type (n,j)

which is defined by Theorem 2 for a = a, and F(z) =g(z) + Sy(z) for / = 1, F(z) = S2(z)

for ( = 2.

First suppose 0<v<vo, so that rl — 2v—l>r2—l. From Theorems 2 and 3 we

obtain the inequalities

(34) EM) S Env(g+Sy) + En.v.0(S2) S Aft-*-1/?,

(35) I yVnv(z)-R^y(z)-R^(z)\ < Atfi'"*1!?,       z on £

Also from conclusion (ii) of Theorem 2 we deduce that

n->« n 1 U>n\Z) ¿T0

uniformly on each closed set exterior to T0, where the constant C is nonzero. As

can readily be seen from the proof of Theorem 4 the conditions (34), (35), and (36)

are sufficient to guarantee that for n sufficiently large each Wnv(z) has precisely v

finite poles, and these poles approach the point o^.

Now suppose v0gv<i'1 so that r<rt and a=v—rSr2. Let

A = max(ri—2t—1, r2—2a— 1)

and note that

A < min(ry-2T+l, r2 — 2a+l).

Clearly we have the inequalities

EM á £;-..,(*+Si)+£„-,.,(Sa) S An'/p»,

| Wnv(z)-Ri1Jc.y(z)-Rl2J(z)\ S Ayn'i-to^/p*,       z on £,

I Wnv(z)-R\tAz)-R^.y(z)\ S Ajf*~»*llf,       z on £,

where we take R{n.ri(z) to be a rational function of type (n, rf) of best uniform
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approximation on £ to the function g(z) + Sx(z) for ;'= 1, S2(z) for i=2. Therefore

since

(R«l-x(-) + R%(z))wn(ax)

n-* oo

Wi¡-ÚZ) + K$Hz))wn(ai) _ y 2l + ]

Ci^O, for z exterior to r„, it follows that at least t of the poles of the Wnv(z)

approach the point oj. Similarly since

i™ *» — + **&) - C2 ^Br2.k,2(.-a2)

C2#0, for z exterior to Tp, we deduce that at least o of the poles of the Wnv(z)

approach the point a2. But t + c — v, and so the second part of the theorem follows

for v0 = v< vj.

Finally suppose v ̂  vx so that rx — 2(v—ra) — 1 < 1 — r2. Then we have

£nv(/) g En-r2,v_T2(g + Sx) + En+r2.v,T2(S2) S Atfi-*-V-llp*,

I ̂ B,(z) - Ä«» _ ,2. x(z) - JU»(z) | S A i-r. - 2(v - V+V/>",       z on £,

| ̂ vW-^xW-^r.-iíz)! = A^SP\       z on £

But for z exterior to rfi we also have

(Jigi.vl(»H^z)KM _    -^-l *-«.-*„
»m „r1-2<v-r2) + 1„1  M -   Si     Z      ^rj-k.lU      "il *       >nri-2<v-V+iWB(z)

fc=0

(^'ri(z)-^>2.l(z))a>n(a2) _       Y
-T^—-T-7 -   52    ¿    -Dr2-fc.2lZ-a2) 2       ,

where the constants f1; £2 are nonzero. Thus we deduce that v — r2 of the poles of

the Wnv(z) approach o^ while r2 of the poles approach a2, which completes the

proof of the second part of the theorem. Analogous reasoning can be used to

establish the asymptotic behavior of the poles of the Wnv(z) for the case where

the larger of rx and r2 is an odd integer and so the first part of the theorem follows.
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